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Abstract

When considering "Stupidity" in such works, it is important to distinguish between the word and the phenomenon. The word stems from the Latin stupere, a meaning dumb or astounded and is related to "Stupor". It may be used to designate a mentality which is informed, deliberate and maladaptive but nevertheless normal.

Usually, the term “Stupidity” is used like an extreme swear word—a putdown for those deemed intellectually inferior, b although this tactic may reveal more about the attitude of the user than the cognitive abilities of the designatee(s). On the other hand, as a disparaging term for members of an outgroup, the word "Stupidity" often indicates little more than a biased evaluation of behavior. If we do "X" it is smart or necessary; if they do "X" it is stupid.1 For example, when contemplating President Reagan’s “Star Wars” defense system, free-spending Democrats suddenly became fiscal conservatives, 2 so spending on that program was deemed stupid.

As the same act may be interpreted as both stupid and reasonable (or brilliant), we do indeed live in a perceptual world of "A" and "Not A": that is, a statement may be true and false at the same time—e.g., “History is about people” is superficially true, but it is also about geography, economics, psychology, etc. 3 Further, changes through time may alter prejudiced evaluations, so the label "Stupid" may express nothing more than a temporal estimate made according to arbitrary standards subjectively applied to perceived conditions. Thus, stupidity was invoked as the best explanation for the deaths of thousands of young men during WWII for no good reason.

a In Roman drama, stupidus was a professional buffoon, tih2e6f,ja–lili-.em,atn,ethpeubteocr.`al “He who gets kicked” (Green. p. b An unfortunate example of such conduct played a role in the removal of Navy Capt. Holly Graf from command of a destroyer in 2009. Among other transgressions leading to the disciplinary action was her common usage of the abus-ive refrain, “What are you, f***** stupid?” (Weinberger,) Presumably the F-word was OK but the S-word was a bit too much for the prudish, intelligence-ridden navy.

“Meaningless” bridges—referring to those at Nijmegen (the “Bridge Too Far”) and Remagen. 4 This analysis conveniently omits the fact that, at their moments in time, these bridges were potentially if not indeed tremendously meaningful.

As a phenomenon, stupidity is most often a limited and limiting experience pattern5 or, conversely, one that is over-expanded and overextending). In either case, it is caused by a belief blocking the formation or function of one more relevant to given conditions. Something in the environment is not matched in the cognitive world because the existing schema is too emotionally entrenched to permit an accurate appraisal of incoming data. First and foremost, the mind is an instrument for belief—not for knowing, learning or prob-lem solving but for believing, 6 and it works to thwart intelligence (i.e., the ability to foresee consequences of one’s actions and the capacity to restructure one’s schema according to experience) no matter how upsetting that experience of profitable learning may be.

There are really two dependent aspects to schematic stupidity: one is that a schema induces stupidity, and the other is that a schema is stupid. Almost every schema induces stupidity in that it is a belief system which inhibits the formation of improved beliefs, functional ideas and refined perceptions. Oddly enough, even a schema of “Open-mindedness” can be stupid if it inhibits the development of more accurate perceptions and an appreciation of the better ideas among those available. This is the chief drawback of the liberal schema, which tends to treat all forms of behavior, cognitions, beliefs and everything else equally whether they are actually equally good or not.

As for a schema being stupid, every one of them is by one standard or another, in that each is a compromise of the beliefs upon which a society is based, the ideas it promotes and the behavior it permits. An internally consistent schema may be repressively flat to the point of boredom for those who hold it while being maniacally disruptive to those around them. If a schema cannot motivate people to do anything more than just believe and exist, it and they may lose out to more inspiring belief systems of competing groups. At the other extreme, schemas which dominated and then died litter the intellectual byways of history. It is really this motivational dynamic of our social nature which makes our verbal schemas inherently maladaptive and us so chronically stupid.
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